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Sweetheart cupcake club
How cute are these cupcakes? Designed by Melissa
Shirley with stitchguides by
Laurie Walden they stitch
up to create the yummiest
calorie-free 3-D cupcakes!
Our brand new club starts
April 2013. Register now
and each month for six
months you will receive
one cupcake canvas with
stitchguide. Price per
month $96.00 plus
shipping. There is a
thread/bead kit available
separately.

Edu-Credits!!

What does Spring
mean to me? Classes!
We start our teaching
season in the Spring. We have so
many great opportunities for
creativity and learning at the shop
planned this year. All of our
favorite teachers will be visiting
in the upcoming months; Brenda
Hart and Julia Snyder will be
back. We are excited to be hosting Meredith Willet in a few
weeks. Each teacher creates an
energy in the shop that increases
the fun factor.
We hope you will join us for a
class or two this year. There is
truly something for everyone.
Don’t forget about our Edu-Credits
they will allow you to earn points
toward a future class!

In the last issue of the newsletter we announced the launch of a brand new rewards program that will help with class costs, Edu-Credits! For every class you
attend with a National Teacher at Bedecked and Beadazzled you will receive one
point. Reach eight points and you will receive a credit toward your next national
teacher class equal to $160. This means your ninth class could be FREE or will
be almost FREE! The points roll-over year to year and do not expire so you can
accumulate points at your own pace. Consider our classes and join the fun!
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The shortest month has
just come to a close.
It’s starting to feel like
Spring may really be
just around the corner.

See you soon.
xo
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Mystery classes
how do these
mystery classes work?
I know, it’s confusing. What exactly is
a mystery class? A mystery class is
just like a mystery in a book; it unfolds in chapters. With each chapter
more of the mystery (how are we
going to stitch this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every other
Sunday afternoon (unless the classroom is booked with another teacher)
and review the twists, turns and fun
of the current lesson. Class is from 1
to 3 pm. Can’t join us in person? No
problem, we will ship to you. The instructions have full color photos of
the canvas stitched to date along with
complete instructions and diagrams.

Bastet, the Egyptian cat goddess
This mystery class is certain
to be full of surprises! Bastet
is not the piece you would
expect me to choose. Ok,
it’s a cat, and from that standpoint it is expected. You
know I like cats, but this canvas is super traditional. Not
one of the usual over the top
whimsical canvases that I typically choose.
This is a great piece for us to
do all sorts of unusual things
on. Who would have expected
that in the first class we would
bead Bastet, herself? We did,
and she is divine. It’s Brick Stitch beading, so it goes quickly. As I see her as a
statue of the goddess it was the perfect choice.
In a few short days lesson number two
will be unveiled. It was great fun to develop. I hope you like the outcome.

I also post lots of pictures on my
blog www.NotYourGrandmother’sNeedlepoint.com the Sunday
evening after class.

Want to join
the party?

And so that you don’t feel left out
missing the in class shenanigans we
set up a online stitching group at
www.stitcherie.com. There is a discussion for each class!

It’s not too late to join us.
Give us a call and we’ll send you
the complete kit. Canvas, stitch
guide(s), threads etc.

What will be the next mystery?
Stay tuned, we’ll announce the next mystery in the April Newsletter.
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Stitch of the month
why this works
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Say hi to Hermina from The Artist
Collection. She was a past mystery class and she brought beading to life in several ways.
The frog is brick stitch beading
and the teeth on the purple
pumpkin are row beaded (one
bead per canvas intersection.)
The coverage and feel are entirely
different. The heavier coverage of
the row beading brings things forward in comparison to the slightly
lighter coverage of the brick
stitch beading.

Beaded Brick
You may have noticed that I love beads. Maybe I am part magpie, drawn to
all things sparkly. I love to use beads in my needlepoint and like to create
different textures with them.
Beaded Brick is quick and easy. It’s what I used
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in the first lesson of Bastet, the Egyptian Cat
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Goddess. Your stitch sequence is exactly as it is
in Brick Stitch. Each stitch covers two canvas
threads and the rows are staggered. Pick up a
bead for each stitch and allow it to nestle between the two canvas threads. The best thing is
that unlike row beading you don’t have to lasso the beads to keep them in
place. The canvas threads will do the work for you. Please use a double
strand of beading thread throughout.
As with all stitches you can make choices about how much or little coverage you want. Use size 11 or size 14/15 seed beads on 18ct canvas. The
larger beads will give you denser coverage.
Consider using the beads to shade the painted canvas just as you would
with Tent Stitches.
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looking for something with a slower pace?
TRy a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects. These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really
know when the next lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. The lessons are about 3 months
apart. You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects. There are no in-person lessons. Everyone is an outpatient for this class.
With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitchguide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.
All the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog and
continue to maintain our discussion group for the mystery on stitcherie so the only real change is the time frame.
Join us for a Mystery with a Twist or a Holiday Mystery with a Twist!

Row of Ladies by Lee
The Row of Ladies by Lee is our current Mystery With a Twist. This is a
study in fashion. All the ladies are so pretty in their gowns. Lots of fun
details to bring to life.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.
Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher
bars.

what’s the next mystery with a twist?
It’s time to start thinking about the next non-holiday Mystery with a Twist. I know what it’s going
to be and it’s almost time to announce it! I can’t wait to share it with you. It’s exclusively ours
and I’m in love!

Can I order a mystery class that is complete?
Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist. Canvas, complete stitch guide with all
the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.
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Mystery
makeup lessons
Why not join us for a Mystery
Makeup Day

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and the
price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. As a special holiday gift
we will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00.

We all love to start projects, but
then life gets in the way and suddenly there are so many WIPS
that we don't know what to do
first. Let's have a stitch-in and
see if we can't get rolling again.
Bring any Mystery Class project
that you need a little extra help
on, or want a push to get finished, and spend the day stitching
in our classroom. I'll be there to
help you review whatever you
need. We'll have lunch and simply
have a fun girls day.

Canvas design area is 20 x 8.5 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 26 x 14
stretcher bars.

The next Mystery Make Up Date
will be: Saturday, April 13, 11-4

We plan on starting this mystery in May with 7 to 8 lessons at approximately 3
month intervals.

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.
Please register early to reserve
your space.

NEW! - Holiday Mystery with a twist
christmas village by melissa shirley
It was suggested that many of you would like to take a Holiday Mystery Class but
just don’t have the time at the end of the year. Why not start a Holiday Mystery
With a Twist Class?

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where
you can post and ask questions about needlework related things? Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;
it’s a fun and supportive group! We have dedicated chat
groups over there for the mystery classes - great for
encouragement and keeping up. The cyberclasses will
soon be hosted there too.
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notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in
my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply
in my mind. Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes. Way too many
ideas are floating around up there.
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what’s new?
Here’s a few of our newest favorite things

Crescent Owl
by Sandra Vargas
canvas $161.00

Colorful Backgrounds
by June McKnight
book $52.00

Mermaid D
by Sandra Gilmore
canvas with guide
$212.00

Do Something Wild
by Charley Harper
canvas $162.00

Catty Caterpillar
by Sandra Vargas
canvas $90.00

Mathilda Witch
by Tapestry Tent
canvas $158.00

Border Garden
by zecca
canvas $218.00

Noel Sleigh Pillow
by A Collection of Designs
canvas $115.00

CLASSES with visiting teachers Save the date
August 10 & 11 - Sandy Arthur
Stitch a Raven! Select your favorite Raven - Night Cap,
Squashed or Fast Friends and join us for a weekend of fun
as Sandy Arthur brings them to life. Class fee is $320 plus
kit fee. Details on the website.
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Monthly Clubs!
Club rules

What’s not to love about monthly clubs? A fun package of needlepoint goodies all colorful and sparkly delivered directly to your door.
On of our newest clubs is Color Party!
Color Party is all about threads. Join us on
an exploration of color. Each month starting in
February you will receive a package of threads
all linked by color. Play with the threads and
experiment with them to find new favorites
and reconnect with old. These are my favorite threads,
no embroidery floss here. Each club shipment will include
seven threads, beads, embellishments and a crossword puzzle
to get you thinking like me. What makes this thread special?
How can I use it? What size canvas does it fit? Cost is $38 per month
including shipping plus a one-time $33 registration fee.

party

Sign up at www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on clubs to view
details.

Other clubs to consider

1.You can sign up for a club at
anytime.Your first shipment will
go out on the 10th of the month
following your sign up.
2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in
your first shipment. This deposit
will be applied to your final shipment of the club.
3. There is a complete
thread/bead/crystal/embellishment
kit available for the club at an additional charge. It includes all
threads/beads etc to stitch the
entire series. It is sent with the
first club shipment if desired. A 50% deposit will
be taken at sign up for
those desiring the thread
kit.

Shown at right are the Crazy Patch Boo-nanza by
EyeCandy Needleart, Kelly Clark’s Tremendous
Trees and Hoot! Hoot! by EyeCandy Needleart.
Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit
www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on
clubs to see all the clubs and to sign up!

4. Now, for the cool
part. There are freebies gifts for joining the club!
Each club has it's own
gifts.

elizaBeth turner collection - trunkshow!
The Elizabeth Turner Collection is sending more canvases to tempt us. This time instead of belts we will have handbags and
pillows and ornaments and stockings. All kinds of wonderful treasures. The trunkshow will be here from March 15th
through the 30th.
As with all our trunkshows purchase a trunkshow canvas or order one during the event and receive a 20% discount!
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